There is frequent criticism by social scientists of Human Research Ethics Committees (HREC). They are accused of ‘ethics creep’, having expanded from their earliest focus in the medical and veterinary sciences following a 1974 ruling in the USA (1985 in Australia) (Haggerty, 2004; Dyer and Demeritt 2009). Ethics committees now review any university research involving human ‘subjects’ (Borenstein 2008).

Dissatisfaction about the practice of ethics review is especially strong in anthropology, where it is often hard to specify in advance what will be done in a given project and participants are often already known to the researcher (Cowlishaw 2013). Ethnography’s ‘…immersive and exploratory nature’ is difficult to predict or constrain in advance of fieldwork (Chenhall et al. 2011: 17). Researchers dislike being forced by their institutions, which may be running scared of lawsuits or costly insurance claims for projects-gone-wrong, to justify and specify their work (Cowlishaw 2013).

I have some sympathy. My own expertise has involved research in six countries over 20 years, initially with no ethics approval. But I have been chairing a Faculty ‘minimal risk’ ethics committee for two and a half years. The pile of applications now stands 25cm high. Members are all social scientists including a PhD student, animal welfare expert and a part-time administrator. This is not unusual (Dunscombe et al. 2013). We debate but do not approve applications involving First Peoples and children, which are dealt with by a university-wide committee (Clough et al., 2013).

The critique of the ethics process by some anthropologists is questionable. The claim that ‘In our experience, Australian HRECs frequently judge qualitative research by the logic
of quantitative methods, due to a lack of capacity and skills in qualitative research…” (Chenhall et al. 2011: 17) is certainly incorrect in our case. Our understanding of anthropological research is not a ‘…caricature of the colonial anthropologist in a pith helmet, exploiting the knowledge he gains from naive Indigenous people and never returning anything to the community’ (Cowlishaw 2013).

Committees are more limited than they may seem: they assure pre-project ‘procedural ethics’, scrutiny and feedback on applications, but cannot oversee ‘ethics in practice’ during fieldwork. There is little post-hoc review of projects (Guillemin and Gillam 2004). Applications we reject usually lack a coherent methodological framework (what sort of people will be talked to, where, how, when, and how to engage with them?). Some have invasive questions or risks that appear to be unjustified. Consent has to be informed, not coerced. None of this is really too much to ask. In most cases, applications are returned for minor revision and then approved rapidly.

How could the process be improved? Since it is part of the neoliberal approach to university management (i.e. minimising lawsuits and risks), it will remain a fixture of contemporary institutions. We have to make the best of it. The best response anthropologists can make is to be responsible for ethics review, through committee membership. Sympathy for ethnographic projects and risks increases if knowledgeable social scientists actually serve on the HREC. Offering helpful rather than obstructive suggestions is an unwritten obligation of any ethics committee.

In conclusion, the best way to smooth anthropologists’ progress through ethics review is to participate. If the HREC is knowledgeable and helpful, then the accusation of ignorance of anthropological methods is hard to sustain. In our HREC, there is no dismissal of ethnographic techniques. Others suggest we are not alone (Abbott and Grady 2011; Clough et al. 2013; McMurphy et al. 2013). Our attitude is (I hope) constructive and sympathetic. This
reflects my general academic philosophy; collegial service accompanies writing articles, getting grants and seeking promotion. HREC committee work is thankless, without personal kudos, and is largely unrecognised.

It is more radical to deploy citizen power, than to complain about its absence in the ethics review process.
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